ERIC Product Guide

ERIC provides videos, infographics, and recorded webinars to help researchers, students, educators, and others learn about ERIC and the tools available on the ERIC website at eric.ed.gov. These materials are free and users may link to them without permission in LibGuides, websites, and other resources to support education research and practice. Use the links below to gain access to these materials.

**Video** | **Infographic** | **Webinar** | **ERIC Widget**
---|---|---|---

**ERIC Basics**

**Video**
- About ERIC
- ERIC Widget
- How Research Becomes an ERIC Record
- Who Uses ERIC?

**Infographic**
- How Records Get Into ERIC: A Look Behind the Scenes

**Webinar**
- Finding Full-Text Materials in ERIC
- Creating Citations Using Elements in the ERIC Record
- ERIC Year in Review 2017
- ERIC Update 2017
- Copyright in ERIC
- Guide to the ERIC Record
- Tour of an ERIC Record

**Searching ERIC**

**Video**
- Searching eric.ed.gov
- What Are ERIC Identifiers?
- How to Use ERIC Identifiers
- How ERIC Can Help You Write a Research Paper
- Using ERIC for Systematic Evidence Reviews
- How ERIC Author Links Help Users
- How Do You Use the What Works Clearinghouse Links in ERIC Records?
- Using ERIC Links to IES Publication and Funding Information
- ERIC Resources for College and University-Based Users

**Thesaurus**

**Video**
- Why Use Descriptors in Your ERIC Search
- Finding the Right Descriptors for Your Search

**Infographic**
- How ERIC Develops Thesaurus Terms

**Webinar**
- The ERIC Thesaurus — A Key to Finding Resources in ERIC

**Collection**

**Video**
- How ERIC Selects New Sources
- ERIC Selection Policy
- Who Contributes Content to ERIC?
- How Does ERIC Assign the Peer-Review Flag?
- ERIC Selection Policy: Proposed Updates

**Webinar**
- Restoring Access to ERIC’s PDFs
- The ERIC Source Review and Selection Process

**Grantee and Online Submission**

**Video**
- Tips for Using the ERIC Online Submission System
- IES Public Access Policy
- Tips and Best Practices for Writing ERIC Abstracts

**Webinar**
- Contributing Research to ERIC Through the Online Submission System